
We offer very fast turn times for color printing and request that you set up your file according to a few 
guidelines to help speed your order through our system and save you money.  
 

How to create your file with the proper page layout 

Send one print file, not multiple files. 

This is really important. We process and print all pages in your project simultaneously so sending each page 
as a separate file could delay your order and possibly add additional cost for processing separate files. If you 

are printing multiple pages, please create one multiple page file, not separate files.   

One other note:  If you’re designing a 2-sided document, page 2 is side 2.  Or, in a larger document, odd 
number pages are the front side of your document and even number pages are the back side.  

As shown in the screen shots below, your print file should be sent to us as one file. 

Creating a file with bleed is discussed on the next page. 
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Setup Information: File Layout 

CORRECT:   
Each file page 
includes crops and 
bleed in one multiple 
page print file. 

Printing a booklet 

When designing a file for a multiple page booklet, the same rules apply.  All pages of your booklet should be 
in one multiple page print file.  Also, as shown below, please do NOT save your file as printer spreads. 

It is not necessary to resave the file in final printing order. We will reorder your file for the correct placement 
for booklet printing. So, page one of your file is the cover, page two is the inside cover, etc.  

If your booklet features a cover on a different weight stock, you may save the pages for the front and back 
cover in a separate 4-page file or include them with the interior pages - it’s your choice.  

CORRECT: All pages are in one pdf file INCORRECT:  Each page is a separate pdf file 

INCORRECT:   
Do not save your file 

as spreads or in 
separate print files. 



One of the problems we see most often is that documents are created without bleed.  Bleed is very important 
and should be considered from the beginning stages of your design process. 

 

What is “bleed” and why is this important? 

When your image extends all the way to the edge of the printed page, you should add "bleed." By extending 
the image past the crop mark, you ensure that minor variations in trimming don't produce an unsightly white 

line along the edge of the artwork (see the sample below).  

Page-layout programs, such as Adobe InDesign, and illustration programs, like Adobe Illustrator, can easily 
handle "bleeds" and automatically place crop marks. In Adobe Photoshop, you can use Print with Preview's 
crop marks and bleed options, or you can create the crop marks manually. 

Below is an example of two cards after trimming (we placed them on a black background to make the edges 
easier to see.) The card on the left was designed with bleed while the card on the right was designed without 
bleed.  As a result, this left a thin white line to appear along the edge of the card after trimming.  

Setting up your file with crop marks is discussed on the next page. 
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Setup Information:  All about Bleed 

This document included bleed and is 
properly trimmed.  

This document was created without 
bleed and as a result, a thin white 

line is left after printing.  

Setting up your file with bleed 

When designing your document, any image or background color which touches the edge of the page must 
extend an additional 1/8” past the page edge.  Equally important, if sending us a press ready PDF file to 
print, the pdf must also show the 1/8” bleed.  Often a pdf will not include your bleed even if you properly 

added it to your document.  be sure to open and check your print ready pdf before uploading your file.  

Word processing programs, such as Word, cannot accommodate bleed and should not be used for any 
document with graphics touching the page edge.  

We’ll go over a few ways to save a pdf file with bleed on page 4. 



A)  INCORRECT: Missing crop marks B)  INCORRECT: Missing bleed 

C)  CORRECT: Includes crop marks and bleed 

What are crop marks and why do we need them? 

Crop marks indicate where a page will be trimmed after printing. We trim pages using a large guillotine 
cutter so these marks help us align the edge of the page to the position of the cutting blades.  Without 
crop marks, we do not know where we should align our cutters for accurate trimming. 

Often, a client will create a 2-up file and ask us to simply cut the page in half.  Sounds easy enough but 
we print on larger press sheets than you may have used to design your file so crop marks are still needed 
for an accurate cut.  if you leave off the crop marks, each page is literally floating on a larger sheet and 
if you left a white background, we won’t be able to identify the edge of each page.  

Here are some examples of a business card creating without crops (A), without bleed (B) and one 
correctly created (C). 

 

Saving a pdf file with crops and bleed is discussed on the next page. 
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Setup Information:  Adding Crop Marks 

Want to use Microsoft Office? 
 
Crop marks and bleed can only be created 
when using a page layout program, like Adobe 
InDesign or illustration program, like Adobe 

Illustrator.   
 
If you are using Microsoft Word or 
Powerpoint, your these options are not 
available to you, and may restrict the type of 
document you are able to create. 



Saving a pdf file with crops and bleed  
 
From an InDesign file 

Your instructions may vary slightly depending on the platform and version of InDesign that you are using.  

Open your document. Ensure you have added 1/8” bleed on all sides as needed. Under FILE, select EXPORT 

Name your file and press SAVE 

 

In the next screen, make these choices: 

General: 
 
Adobe PDF Preset, select: Press Quality 
Enter the pages you would like. If all pages, no change is needed.  

Marks and bleed:  
 
Under MARKS, check: Crop Marks. Uncheck all other marks 
Under BLEED AND SLUG, uncheck: Use Document Bleed Settings  
Under BLEED, enter 0.125 for left, right, top and bottom 

Click  EXPORT  

 

 

From an Illustrator file 

Your instructions may vary slightly depending on the  
platform and version of Illustrator that you are using.  

Create your document.   Your page size should be the  
exact size of the item you are printing after it is trimmed.  

Ensure you have added 1/8” bleed on all sides as needed.   
 

Under FILE, select DOCUMENT SETUP 
 

Select CREATE TRIM MARKS or CROP AREA, MAKE 

Crop marks will be added to your document.  

Select SAVE AS and choose ADOBE PDF. 
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Saving a PDF file with crops and bleed 

A few extra tips are discussed on the next page. 



As with all color printing, follow a few simple rules for great looking results! 

Convert all your graphics from RGB to CMYK 
Your images may print flat or with inaccurate color if you  
neglect to convert images to CMYK. Since your monitor is 
RGB, images may look great on screen, but they will look 
differently when printed on a CMYK printer or plotter. 

Images on screen will not print the same way on paper 
Your screen is an illuminated source so images on your monitor  
may appear brighter and more saturated than they appear on  
paper.  Additionally, if you select silk or uncoated paper, this  

will also reduce the saturation of your image.  You should not  
expect on screen images to look like they will when printed.  

Solid or spot colors should be Pantone (PMS) coated 
Do not convert solid colors to CMYK as this can change 
their color value. We suggest referring to a current  
Pantone swatch book to accurately choose and confirm  
your color.  Never rely on your screen image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A note about color accuracy 
Our presses are calibrated to produce the most accurate color possible.  Please do not use your own printer or 

monitor as a guide to color accuracy.  Since we print using CMYK inks, spot colors may print differently than 
their PMS equivalent.  If you are concerned about color accuracy, request and allow enough time to request a 
proof before printing your order. 
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Color Format 

A few extra tips are discussed on the next page. 

CMYK RGB 



Support files 

Save your file as a press ready pdf for printing 
We suggest sending a press ready pdf to print your order. Be sure to include crop marks and the required 
bleed. This avoids the need to send fonts and support files.  If sending a native file, please include all image 
and graphic files.  

Never use images that you found on a web page.   
Web images may look great on the screen, but will not print as they appear.  It is better to leave off a logo or 
photo altogether rather than paste one from a web page. 

Never “up res” your image as this may cause undesired softness or blurring. 
Be sure to use a high resolution graphic that will not lose quality when printed  Opening a graphic into 
Photoshop and increasing the size or dpi will typically result in a poor quality image when printed. Better yet, 
use a vector graphic that is designed for high quality print. Just because it looks OK on the screen has no 

relationship to how it will look when printed.  
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please contact us if you have any questions. We’re always here to help.  
Thank you for your order!  
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Resolution 

72 DPI images 
look good on your 
monitor 

125 DPI images 
look good on your 
monitor 

72 DPI images 
print pixelated or 
blurry 

125 DPI images 
look great when 
printed 


